Abstract-Typically, a video rate control algorithm minimizes the average distortion (denoted as MINAVE) at the cost of large temporal quality variation, especially for videos with high motion and frequent scene changes. To alleviate the negative effect on subjective video quality, another criterion that restricts a small amount of quality variation among adjacent frames is preferred for practical applications. As pointed out by [20] , although some existing proposals can produce consistent quality videos, they often fail to fully utilize the available bits to minimize the global total distortion. In this paper, we would like to achieve the triple goal of consistent quality video, minimizing the total distortion, and meeting the bit budget strictly all at the same time on the interframe dependent coding structure. Two approaches are taken to accomplish this goal. In the first algorithm, a trellis-based framework is proposed. One of our contributions is to derive an equivalent condition between the distortion minimization problem and the budget minimization problem. Second, our trellis state (tree node) is defined in terms of distortion, which facilitates the consistent quality control. Third, by adjusting one key parameter in our algorithm, a solution in between the MINAVE and the constant quality criteria can be obtained. The second approach is to combine the Lagrange multipliers method together with the consistent quality control. The PSNR performance is degraded slightly but the computational complexity is significantly reduced. Simulation results show that both our approaches produce a much smaller PSNR variation at a slight average PSNR loss as compared to the MPEG JM rate control. When they are compared to the other consistent quality proposals, only the proposed algorithms can strictly meet the target bit budget requirement (no more, no less) and produce the largest average PSNR at a small PSNR variation.
I. INTRODUCTION
V IDEO coding technologies have been progressing very fast in the past two decades. The MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 is the latest international video coding standard [1] , [2] . To achieve the optimal rate-distortion (R-D) performance on a specific coding structure, the so-called rate control algorithms are proposed to determine the best quantization parameter (QP) for a coding unit (which can be a macroblock (MB) or a frame) and these algorithms should also prevent the buffer(s) from underflow or overflow in the environment of a constant bit rate (CBR) channel or a variable bit rate (VBR) channel. In this paper, we will focus on the frame-level bit rate control over a CBR channel. Many types of rate control algorithms have been developed [3] . The rate control problem in video coding becomes highly complicated mainly due to the motion estimator and other interframe operations in the system. The parameters selected in encoding the current frame affect the parameter selection in the subsequent frames, which results in the so-called dependent coding structure [4] . Two approaches are taken to solve this problem. A sub-optimal approach simplifies the original formulation by adopting the independent coding structure, which picks up the best parameters for the current frame without considering their effects on the future frames, for example, the method in [5] . Many practical one-pass or two-pass algorithms belong to this category and they include R-D models such as the classical statistical model [6] , [7] , the quadratic model [8] , and the rho-domain model [9] . The R-D optimality is not guaranteed in this approach because of the unavailability of future frames. The other approach is to reduce the complexity of the parameter search so that a near-optimal solution can be obtained at a reasonable computational cost. Mathematically, the exhaustive search for the optimal frame QPs in a group of pictures (GOP) is equivalent to finding the optimal path in a tree. Potentially, this approach can identify the globally optimal solution, which cannot be accomplished by the first sub-optimal approach. However, the tree grows exponentially as more pictures are coded. Therefore, several methods are proposed to reduce the search complexity, for example, the monotonicity assumption [10] , the node clustering [11] , the steepest descent search [12] , and the interframe R-D model [13] . The first two methods are adopted in this paper and will be elaborated in Section III.
There are two commonly used optimization criteria in designing a rate-control algorithm: minimum average distortion (the MINAVE criterion) and minimum maximum distortion (the MINMAX criterion). The MINAVE criterion [14] aims at minimizing the total distortion under a given bit budget. This optimal goal is widely adopted and is well studied in the literature. Examples are the algorithms mentioned in the previous paragraph. However, this MINAVE goal is attained often at the expense of a possibly larger frame-to-frame quality variation. From the perspective of human visual system (HVS), a video sequence with nearly constant quality or consistent quality is more desirable [15] . Therefore, the MINMAX criterion [14] is proposed to minimize the maximal distortion for a given bit budget. Coupled with the dependent coding structure, achieving the MINMAX target becomes a very complicated issue. Several methods have been proposed such as dynamic programming [14] , lexicographic algorithm [16] , low-pass filtering of rate-distortion functions [17] , minimum distortion variation [13] , [18] and an iterative frame bit allocation algorithm [19] . Often, the final results produced by these proposals do not achieve strictly the global MINMAX target. They typically produce videos with a slowly varying quality, or in other words, with a consistent quality, and this is practically all we need.
Extensions of the one-pass algorithms are frequently adopted by the researchers in the last paragraph. However, their assumption of similar image statistics in near-by frames does not hold for videos with high motion and scene changes. Also, the onepass approach may fail to achieve consistent quality on fast motion sequences due to limited bit budget and unavailability of future frames [18] . Furthermore, these methods often decrease the frame-to-frame quality variation without paying attention to the total distortion. Therefore, a hybrid MINMAX/ MINAVE method was suggested to increase the overall quality after finding the MINMAX solution [20] .
In this paper, we tackle the dependent MINAVE and consistent-quality problems simultaneously. More specifically, we would like to achieve the consistent quality goal across the entire sequence and, in the meantime, to meet the target bit rate accurately and to minimize the total distortion. The tradeoff between average distortion and consistent quality is controlled by one key parameter, namely, the maximal quality variation constraint. One method to solve the above optimization problem with finite parameter set is the dynamic programming approach. By adopting the monotonicity and clustering concepts, the tree structure in the dependent video coding is converted into a trellis diagram. Thus, the Viterbi algorithm can be employed to find the truly optimal solution in this dependent coding problem. The trellis state (tree node) is defined in terms of distortion to facilitate the consistent quality control. In addition, a fast technique is proposed to decrease the computation in the branch expansion process. By adjusting the key parameters in our scheme such as cluster size, we can decrease the computational complexity at the cost of minor performance loss.
A second method is proposed based on the Lagrange multipliers. To ensure the global optimality on the dependent coding platform, an iterative scheme is designed to find the best lambda parameter (Lagrange multiplier) in the Lagrange cost or Lagrangian. This algorithm backtracks many times to narrow down a valid range containing the optimal . Then, the best value is identified by a fast search algorithm. This scheme runs much faster than the trellis-based approach. Its performance is close to but slight lower than that of the trellis-based approach.
Despite the optimality of both methods suggested in this paper, their real-time implementation is still beyond the current hardware capability. Thus, the proposed algorithms may be more suitable for off-line applications such as DVD playback when video quality is the major concern. We implement our algorithm on the new and very efficient H.264 coder and evaluate its performance. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the rate-control problem in video coding and derive an equivalent condition between the distortion minimization problem and the budget minimization problem. Two proposed algorithms are described in Section III: a) the trellis-based algorithm with Viterbi search and b) a Lagrangian-based iterative algorithm with bisection search. Section IV presents the simulation results to show the effectiveness of our algorithm. These results are compared with existing MINAVE and MINMAX schemes. Also, the effect of control parameters on PSNR and complexity is studied. Section V summarizes the findings and their limitations in this paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND DISTORTION-RATE FUNCTION
The frame-level bit allocation problem and the uniqueness property of the distortion-rate function are described in this section. In our selected structure, we encode a frame and all its macroblocks using the same QP. The notion of quality in this paper is the well adopted image objective criterion, PSNR.
A. Dependent MINAVE Bit Allocation Problem
In the (forward prediction) dependent coding formulation, the th frame distortion and bits, i.e., and , depend on the current and previous frame QP values. Let be the set of quantization parameter values in the H.264 standard video codec. Given frames and a total bit budget , our goal is to minimize the overall distortion by choosing the optimal frame-level QP values for all frames, where , for . That is subject to the constraints and (1) where is the average distortion for all frames and is the PSNR function calculated by , where FPN is the pixel number in a frame. The second constraint in (1) is added to achieve the consistent quality video; that is, the difference between the frame PSNR and the average sequence PSNR is limited by . Another important function of a rate control algorithm is to avoid the buffer underflow and overflow problems. The MPEG standard imposes a hypothetical decoder model on a legal bit stream, namely, Video Buffer Verifier (VBV). There are three prescribed operation modes in VBV. In this study, we consider only the constant bit rate (CBR) mode; i.e., the channel rate is constant. We assume that the decoder buffer is large enough to eliminate the buffer overflow problem. In more details, the buffer is initially empty. To avoid the buffer underflow problem, bits in the decoder buffer accumulate for a specific time before the bits of the first frame are removed. Afterwards, the decoder buffer continues receiving constant-rate bits from the channel and the decoder removes the bits in buffer at regular frame-time intervals. Essentially, the buffer underflow problem imposes a delay on the decoder. For frame , the buffer occupancy is (2) where is the initial buffer occupancy and channel bit rate/frame rate. The buffer underflow is avoided if the constraint for all is satisfied. In other words, the decoder delay shall be selected to ensure that the buffer contains at least bits, when the decoder starts decoding frame for all .
B. Uniqueness of Distortion-Rate Function
In the conventional MINAVE problem, we minimize the total distortion subject to a given bit constraint. However, in order to achieve a consistent quality video, it is more convenient if the distortion, not the bit rate, is the controllable argument in our process. That is, we prefer rather than . In the classical information theory, the distortion-rate function, , is a nonincreasing, convex function and its slope must be both nonpositive and nondecreasing. Then, the rate-distortion function, , the inverse of , is a legal nonincreasing, convex function too. As a result, the solution to the problem is identical to that to the problem. However, these ideal properties of the rate-distortion function may not true for the real-data case. Therefore, we study the relation of these two solutions in the operational sense and derive the proposition as follows.
Proposition: Given a rate-distortion coder with control parameters of discrete and finite values, we consider the operational and functions. In other words, is the achievable distortion for the given bit rate . is similarly defined. Then, the optimal solution, , to the minimum distortion problem, i.e.,
, is also the optimal solution, , to the minimum budget problem, i.e.,
, if the optimal distortion function is a one-to-one mapping, where is the solution set to the ) problem at the given budget bits. Proof: Since is the optimal solution to , it implies . On the other hand, is the optimal solution (least amount of distortion) to , thus . Consequently, we have . The optimal solution of implies . In addition, is the optimal solution (least amount of bits) of ; it thus implies . Consequently, we have . Now, if is a one-to-one function, the relation must be true because . Therefore, the solutions to these two problems, and , are identical if is a one-to-one function.
III. CONSISTENT QUALITY CONTROL ALGORITHM
Two approaches are chosen to solve the interframe dependent coding problem in this study. We start with the trellis-based approach. First, the tree structure inherent in dependent coding is reduced to the trellis structure. Then, the branch expansion process is described and the Viterbi search is used to solve the bit allocation problem. Next, a fast branch expansion algorithm extended from a previous proposal is presented. In the last sub-section, we propose the Lagrange multipliers approach. An iterative structure is designed for finding the optimal lambda value in the Lagrange cost. To speed up this iterative process, a couple of the existing but independently proposed fast schemes are included with proper modifications.
A. Trellis Representation of the Tree Structure
In the dependent coding structure, the current frame distortion and bits depend not only on the current QP but also on the previous frame QPs. Given 52 possible QP values, there are 52 possible coded pictures (each coded using a different QP value) for the first frame. Each coded picture is associated with a (distortion, rate) pair after coding. Each of them leads to 52 possible second-frame pictures. Therefore, there are in total possible pictures (or states, nodes in a tree) for the second picture. The picture (or state) number grows exponentially as more frames are coded. All the possible picture sequences thus form a tree structure. The computational complexity of finding the optimal solution in a tree becomes a serious issue.
Two approaches were suggested to reduce the growing number of states. The state pruning technique was proposed by [10] and the state clustering approach was proposed by [11] . In the first approach [10] , the state in a tree is denoted by the accumulated frame coded bits. The theoretical basis of state pruning is the "monotonicity" assumption that a better current coding frame will lead to a more efficient coding in the future [10] . Although this monotonicity condition is not always guaranteed as pointed out by [21] , our experimental results indicate this assumption is typically true. Therefore, the Markovian condition (the future optimal path depends only on the current state not the previous one) is created. The Viterbi Algorithm (VA) can thus be applied. As a result, when multiple branches arrive at the same state, only one branch of the minimal accumulated distortion is selected as the survivor and the complexity is largely reduced. The second complexity reduction approach adopts the notion of "cluster" [11] , which merges a few neighboring nodes (states) into one cluster because these nodes (in one cluster) have similar states (buffer level in [11] ) and thus lead to similar final results.
We adopt both the concepts of monotonicity and cluster in this study. However, for the quality variation control purpose in this study, the distortion value (represented by PSNR) is used as the state variable. In addition, because the PSNR value is a real number, the problem of infinite states occurs in this formulation. Therefore, a cluster representing a distinct range of PSNR values is defined as a state. The cluster size parameter is used to define the span of a cluster. To convert the tree structure into a trellis, it is necessary to restrict the dynamic range of admissible PSNR. It is set by the lowest quality, denoted by , and the highest quality, denoted by . This range should include all the PSNR values in the optimal solution and is chosen empirically. Consequently, the number of states equals to , where denotes the integer part of . Because there are only a finite number of states, the tree structure is degenerated into the trellis structure. In contrast, the concept of cluster is proposed to reduce the tree search complexity in [11] and now is extended for the purposes of both defining finite states and reducing complexity in this study.
The rest is the detailed description of our trellis structure. Fig. 1 illustrates the relation among cluster, node, branch, , and .
• Cluster: The notation represents a cluster with index at stage (frame) , where and . The th cluster PSNR range is . A cluster may contain a number of nodes in it. The best performing node (in the R-D sense) inside a cluster is chosen to be the representative node of this cluster.
• Node: A node represents a legal operating point of the coding result, whose PSNR value is in the cluster at frame , where , and . and are the accumulated coded distortion and bits before encoding frame , respectively.
• Branch: A branch connects two nodes in the trellis diagram. The notation indicates that it stems from the representative node in cluster at frame and it ends at a node in cluster at frame . It uses to quantize frame . It produces a next stage node , where and , if the three conditions, and , are all satisfied. A rate-distortion pair is associated with this branch. Note that the average sequence PSNR value is not available until the end of the encoding process. It is thus approximated by the current value.
B. Branch Expansion and Frame-Level Bit Allocation
Let two nodes of and be connected by a branch . In the branch expansion process for node , all the QPs satisfying the following three constraints are examined (that is, they are used to quantize data in frame ): a) PSNR range , b) bit budget , and c) quality variation . The previous frame QP value, , is selected to be the center QP value, denoted by QP , and the examined QPs are expanded from the center value gradually by , where the step index is incremented by one until any of the above constraints is violated.
The first frame (I frame) in a sequence is by default the first active node. In the following frames (P frames), the number of branches and nodes grows exponentially if they are not eliminated or merged. The adaptation of the cluster concept allows the merge of nodes with similar distortion. A cluster containing at least one expanding node in it is called active cluster. When a small cluster size, say, dB, is in use, typically only the branch of least accumulated bits and its associated node will be the single survivor in this cluster. The survivor node in an active cluster is defined as an active node. The "monotonicity assumption" enables the elimination of weaker branches (branches with higher bit rates) ending at the same node (cluster). That is, in the backtracking process, only the active node with the smallest total distortion and permissible bit usage is selected. Therefore, the goal of minimizing the total distortion is achieved.
To accomplish the consistent quality video goal, dB is usually adopted. Overall, the proposed quality control algorithm is summarized below.
Algorithm 1: Trellis-Based Consistent Quality Control (TCQC) Algorithm
Step 1: Initialize the values of , and .
Step 2: Encode the first I frame using all quantization values. Prune the branches that violate any of the two constraints: the PSNR range and the bit budget .
Step 3: If multiple branches merge at the same destination cluster, select the branch with the least accumulated bits and its corresponding node becomes the survivor. At the end of this step, each cluster contains only one active node, which is connected to only one surviving branch. Save the context information of the survivor nodes.
Step 4: Expand all active nodes for the next I-or P-frame. Encode the next frame (frame ) using all allowable quantization scales. Prune the branches which violate any of the three constraints: the PSNR range , and the quality variation constraint .
Step 5: If the current frame is not the last frame in the sequence, go to Step 3. Otherwise, among all active clusters, choose the survivor node with the best overall quality as the final solution. Backtrack along the optimal path connecting to the starting frame of this sequence.
We thus obtain the optimal frame-level QP and bits for each frame. This sequence is then done.
C. Fast Branch Expansion Process
Generally, a complete video encoding process is executed whenever a branch is expanded. In the MPEG JM reference software, the coding parameter selection is done by two components: the rate-control algorithm and the rate distortion optimization (RDO) process. This 2-stage coder control structure is well recognized for its efficiency for a highly complicated hybrid video coder such as H.264. But the RDO process is costly in computation. The RDO process needs a QP input value for its operation and it outputs the coding modes, distortion, header bits, and residual signals. On the other hand, a typical rate-control algorithm needs the modes etc. information to pick up the best QP for quantizing the current MB or frame. Therefore, these two components depend on each other for supplying their inputs, a chicken and egg problem [22] . Let QP and QP denote the QPs used by the RDO process and the quantization process, respectively. The initial value of QP is generally not equal to the value of QP . Therefore, an iterative procedure has been proposed for updating QP (for example, after the first set of QP and QP are obtained [22] .
It is reported that the coding PSNR loss is less than 0.2 dB when 3 [22] . When a frame is encoded twice using two sets of QP values, namely, and , separately, we run RDO only once with . Using the aforementioned property, the same RDO outputs are used for quantization in both cases, and , if and are sufficiently close. We thus save one RDO computation.
To lower the approximation error, we restrict the approximation range by . The fast branch expansion process now runs as follows. First, the current frame is encoded using the center QP defined in Section III-B, i.e., . Then, the upper and lower two branch expansions can be easily generated by performing the quantization processes four times with . As a result, five branch expansions are generated at the cost of computing one RDO process and five quantization processes. If more branch expansions are needed, another complete video encoding process is needed, for example, or . Finally, to prevent the approximation error propagation to the next stage, a complete video encoding process, i.e., running RDO and quantization with the chosen final QP, is executed again for each active cluster.
D. Technique Based on the Lagrange Multipliers
Another optimization technique, the so-called Lagrange multipliers method can also be used to find the optimal operation point on the rate-distortion curve [11] . We define the Lagrange cost to be . The goal becomes (3) It is well-known that the optimal solution to the minimizing distortion problem with budget constraint, denoted by , is equivalent to that of minimizing the Lagrange cost, in (3) with [11] . The key step in finding the optimal solution is to identify , the optimal value of lambda. In general, this optimal solution can be iteratively solved [11] . However, in this study, we impose two additional constraints: the consistent quality constraint, and the PSNR range constraint, . We develop an iterative process to solve this new and more complex problem as follows.
First, the budget constraint of is relaxed. We intend to find a proper lambda range, denoted by , such that the solution to the problem with a lambda located inside this range shall satisfy all three constraints, , and . Therefore, the optimal lambda value is guaranteed to locate in the selected range. Next, a fast bisection algorithm in [23] is employed to find the solution to the problem. That is, the lambda search process iterates until the predefined bit rate tolerance, i.e., , is satisfied. And the (optimal) QPs are a byproduct in this process.
In the following, we describe how the constraints are satisfied in the aforementioned process of finding the lambda range. For a given frame, we examine only the valid QP values that satisfy the quality constraint, . The picture coding process is similar to the fast branch expanding step described earlier. To satisfy the other two constraints and , we start with two initial lambda values, and , such that both and are satisfied. Then, the center value in the current lambda interval is used as the test lambda to determine whether the solution to the problem satisfies the constraint . If the current average PSNR is lower than , a smaller lambda should be used, and, thus, the lower subinterval is selected as the lambda interval for the next iteration. Equivalently, the test lambda value is decreased in the next iteration. On the other hand, if the current average PSNR is larger than , the upper subinterval is selected as the lambda interval for the next iteration, which increases the test lambda value in the next iteration. We check the average PSNR value whenever a frame is coded. If either of the above conditions happens, we need to re-encode the video sequence from the first frame again using the new lambda range. This process continues until the chosen leads to a successful coding of the entire video sequence. At the end, if the resulting bits are smaller than the bit budget, the latest test lambda value is referred as . The same process is performed in the lambda interval to obtain value, but note that the obtained value shall satisfy
. Theoretically, if the values of , and are properly selected (so that the optimal solution exists), because the R-D curve is convex, this algorithm converges. Overall, the iterative lambda optimization steps are summarized below.
Algorithm 2: Lagrangian-based Consistent Quality Control (LCQC) Algorithm
Step0: Start with two values and such that and . Set and frame index .
Step 1: Given , use the fast branch expansion technique to examine all the QPs that satisfy .
Step 2: If , go to Step 3. Else if , set ; otherwise , set . Let (start from the first frame again), go to Step 1.
Step 3: Encode the current frame again using the up-to-date QP value. If the current frame is not the last frame in the sequence, let , go to Step 1.
Step 4: If set . Else set . If the lambda interval boundaries, and , are both found, go to Step 5. Else let , go to Step 1.
Step 5: Perform the fast bisection search algorithm [23] in the lambda range to find the optimal , i.e.,
. The usual stop rule is adopted. A few assistant formulas are proposed in [23] so that this search process converges rather fast. Normally, this step takes 2 to 4 recursions. The final and its associated QPs are our optimal solution to (1).
Typically, Steps 1 and 3 require only one branch expansion process (to examine the valid QPs) and one complete encoding process (to prevent approximation error propagation), respectively. The computational complexity mainly comes from the number of iterations. It usually takes 5 to 8 iterations to complete this lambda search. Detailed simulation results including PSNR and computing time are discussed in Section IV.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We have implemented the proposed quality control algorithm on MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 video coder with the rate-distortion optimization (RDO) option turned on. Experiments are performed using the standard MPEG video sequences, Foreman, Table Tennis , News, and Stefan. All test videos are 300 frames in QCIF size. The GOP size is 30. Only I-and P-frames are in use. The PSNR range in each case is estimated from the minimum PSNR and the maximum PSNR obtained by applying JM 7.6 to the test video sequence. Simulations are performed on a 3-GHz Intel Pentium CPU.
We conduct four sets of simulations to evaluate performance of the proposed TCQC and LCQC algorithms. In the first experiment, the TCQC algorithm is tested at different bit rates to show its effectiveness on bit allocation, as compared with the JM and the constant QP schemes. The JM7.6 rate control scheme is unable to select a QP for the first frame. For fair comparison, the first QP is set to be identical to that of the TCQC algorithm. Also, the best constant QP case is shown, which is produced by using a single QP value for the entire sequence. In this experiment, all possible QP values are tried and the one which produces bits closest to the target bits is chosen. Next, the PSNR and complexity of the LCQC algorithm are compared with two published algorithms, LPF in [17] and MultiStage in [19] . In the third and fourth experiments, TCQC and LCQC are compared. Several and values are tested to show the PSNR and complexity tradeoff.
A. Performance Comparison With Constant QP and JM
The TCQC algorithm is evaluated on four different video sequences at three different bit rates to show its effectiveness on bit allocation. The Foreman sequence contains mainly a talking head with a scene change near the end, the News sequence contains some amount of background changes, the Table Tennis sequence has a scene change in the middle, and the Stefan sequence has high motion. Two other schemes, namely, JM 7.6 and constant QP, are also applied to these sequences. The parameters used in this experiment are the cluster size dB and the maximal quality variation dB. The PSNR Tables I and II. The News plot which has the largest variation is also displayed in Fig. 2 . As shown in Tables I and II , the TCQC scheme has the least PSNR variation as compared to JM and constant QP. It has the highest minimum PSNR and the lowest maximum PSNR. The constant QP method is the simplest conceptually but its overall PSNR is often lower; it has pretty low PSNR variation but not the lowest. Generally, the complexity of constant QP method is much lower than that of TCQC. To ensure a consistent frame-to-frame quality, TCQC has a lower PSNR than JM 7.6, but the difference is often less than 0.5 dB. As shown in Subsection IV-C, the average PSNR gets higher if the constraint is loosen. Also shown in Tables I and II are the decoder buffer delay [ defined in (2) ], which avoids buffer underflow.
Simulation results also show that our minimum and maximum PSNR values are very close. Therefore, it is possible to narrow down the PSNR range for further complexity reduction in our algorithm. Empirically the JM average PSNR, , is a good estimate for the TCQC average PSNR. Extensive simulation results conclude that typically the PSNR range can be approximated by ). Fig. 2 depicts the frame-to-frame PSNR plots for the News sequence at two different bit rates. The TCQC PSNR curve has no drop at the GOP boundaries or at scene changes. It has the smoothest shape among these three curves. The overall PSNR performance of JM 7.6 is the best but it has a large swing of more than 3 dB in PSNR across the entire sequence. One may notice that the first few frames of the TCQC algorithm have higher PSNR. This agrees with the well-known observation that a good I frame leads to better P frames in a GOP. As discussed earlier, the Viterbi search provides the optimal solution under the given assumptions and constraints. Therefore, although the average PSNR of TCQC is slightly lower than that of JM, TCQC offers the best average PSNR under the consistent quality constraint.
B. LCQC Performance Comparison With LPF and MultiStage Algorithms
In this subsection, two recent well-performed rate-control algorithms, LPF in [17] and MultiStage in [19] , are simulated and compared to our LCQC algorithm. The basic idea behind LPF (low-pass filtering) is to smooth out (low-pass filtering) the distortion curve by reallocating the bits of frames inside a moving [17] .
The MultiStage algorithm is aiming at the constant quality target. A 2-stage iterative procedure is proposed [19] . Given a set frame bits, the Target rate stage encodes each frame with the given bits. Given the average PSNR of all frames, the Constant quality stage tries to encode every frame to reach the average PSNR by adjusting QP. If either of the following two stop conditions is satisfied, the algorithm terminates: a) the difference between the maximal and the minimal PSNR value in a sequence for the quality stage and b) the difference between coded bits and the target bits for the rate stage. In our experiment, the threshold values are 0.5 dB and 2% for the quality stage and the rate stage, respectively. The parameters used by the LCQC algorithm are: dB, and dB.
As shown in Tables III and IV , typically, the LCQC algorithm can match the bit budget very well. The MultiStage algorithm usually has a bit rate mismatch especially at low rates, which are consistent with the report in [19] . The LPF algorithm has a bit rate mismatch too. As discussed in [17] , the coding bits converge to the budget bits when the sequence length goes to in- finity. Often, the LCQC algorithm has the largest average PSNR and its PSNR variance is controlled at around 0.02 consistently at all rates because the frame quality variation is limited to a range between and . That is, the PSNR is accurately controlled by adjusting the quality variation parameter. In contrast, the LPF and the MultiStage algorithms try to achieve the constant quality goal only. The LCQC complexity (CPU time) 
C. Effects of Quality Variation Constraint on PSNR and Complexity
One important feature of our schemes is the flexibility of adjusting the picture quality variation over time. Our schemes achieve the MINAVE goal in (1) when . It produces the constant quality pictures when approaches 0 dB. Generally, if is smaller than 0.4 dB, a consistent quality solution is practically obtained. By adjusting the value in the range of [0.4, ], we obtain a solution in between the constant quality and the MINAVE.
The disadvantage of using a large value is to increase the number of branch expansions and active nodes. It has a much less impact on the LCQC algorithm since LCQC does not have the trellis structure. Table V shows the test results. Indeed, its computational load increases only slightly from a small to a large . Fig. 3 is the frame PSNR plot for the News sequence at different quality variation constraints. Simulation results show that a larger value leads to larger picture variation but produces a higher PSNR. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , the PSNR curve produced by LCQC has little variation at the beginning of the sequence as compared to that of TCQC in Fig. 2(a) . It shows that the LCQC algorithm generates even more smooth PSNR outputs. Table VI shows the TCQC results at various values. As expected, the average PSNR value decreases when gets larger. The granularity loss is defined as the absolute PSNR differences between dB case (very fine granularity) and the larger cases. When the cluster size is very small ( dB), we essentially achieve the best possible results without PSNR loss due to the use of cluster. As expected, the granularity loss is getting larger as the cluster size is larger than 0.1 dB.
D. Effects of Cluster Size on PSNR and Complexity
Since LCQC does not have trellis structure, LCQC has no granularity loss. However, on the other hand, the LCQC formulation is an approximation to the integer programming problem [11] . Also, in the lambda search procedure, we stop at a given tolerance. Therefore, there is a performance loss due to the use of Lagrange cost and tolerance. Table VII shows the test results  of TCQC and LCQC at the same quality variation of TABLE VII  COMPARISONS OF AVERAGE PSNR, BIT RATE, AND COMPLEXITY IN TCQC AND LCQC ALGORITHMS FOR THREE SEQUENCES dB and the same PSNR range of dB. The cluster size is 0.1 dB for TCQC. As expected, TCQC is slightly better but the PSNR difference is typically less than 0.3 dB. Again, LCQC is much faster in speed.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we realize the triple goal of producing consistent quality videos, minimizing the total distortion and meeting the bit budget strictly. Moreover, this framework can flexibly provide a solution in between the MINAVE and constant quality extremes. Two algorithms are proposed to find the optimal and consistent quality solution. Inspired by the previous work, a trellis-based quality control scheme is firstly proposed. This approach provides a nearly optimal solution (the resulting total distortion is minimized) for a given bit rate budget on a dependent coding platform. The second algorithm is developed based on the Lagrange multipliers method. We impose the consistent quality constraint on this formulation and also we design a fast procedure to find the optimal solution. As compared to the trellis-based algorithm, it runs much faster and has a performance very close to the former. Simulation results show that both approaches have the largest PSNR average at a slight PSNR variation as compared to the other published consistent quality proposals and have a much smaller PSNR variation at a slight average PSNR loss as compared to the MPEG JM rate control. In addition, only the proposed algorithms can strictly meet the target bit budget requirement.
Due to the interframe dependent consideration, two proposed schemes have rather high computational complexity. Therefore, they are targeting at off-line applications such as Internet video streaming and DVD playback, in which the coding performance has a higher priority than the complexity. More powerful techniques that reduce the computational complexity are under development.
